
Yolanda López 
 

Yolanda López was born in San Diego, California in 1942.1  In the 1960s López 

enrolled in the College of Marin in Kentfield, California, where she earned an associate’s 

degree.2  She transferred to San Francisco State College and engaged in the “Third World 

Strike”, a movement that was requesting ethnic studies programs be included into the 

college curriculum.3   Her political activism greatly influenced her conceptual practice 

and consumed more time than her class work did, but ultimately she returned to her 

studies in the 1970s at the California State University, San Diego.4  In 1978, she 

completed her Masters in Fine Arts degree.5 

López appropriated the icon of the Virgin of the Guadalupe into a number of 

different artworks. The juxtaposition of quotidian women with the venerated religious 

icon is a recurrent theme in artist’s oeuvre. The motif was initiated from her 

dissatisfaction that she could find more images of the passive Virgin than images of 

active women in the Chicano Movement.6  Along with another California Artist, Ester 

Hernández, López pioneered the reappropriation of The Virgin of the Guadalupe to 
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employ as a feminist icon of Chicana empowerment.7 López’s figures use recognizable 

iconography borrowed from the Virgin of the Guadalupe and combines them with 

ordinary women as homage to the everyday Chicana and Mexicana.  

 Early on she incorporated Xerox color copies to make collages with this theme,8 

a technique she learned from the co-founder of Galería de la Raza in San Francisco, René 

Yáñez.9 These montage pieces were inspired by crafting with her mother as a child using 

pictures of actresses from gossip magazines.10 One example is Untitled (Guadalupe with 

Margaret F. Stewart’s face) from 1978. This is a mixed-media collage that incorporates a 

traditional image of the revered icon with the face of the artist’s mother superimposed.  

This composite figure is deliberately ill aligned and the head is disparately larger in 

proportion to the body. Her double-chinned face looks directly at the viewer with an 

open-mouthed smile, and humor stems from the use of these pop visual techniques.   

Another adaption of the iconic image of the Virgin of the Guadalupe is found in 

Walking Guadalupe a mixed media collage of 1978.  López revised the traditional image 

with visual banter using a dress that ends just below the knees, exposing stocky calves, 

and mid-heel clog sandals. The figures back foot is raised in a wobbly movement 

forward. López explains that she wanted to free the Virgin from the confinement of all of 

the extra fabric that traditionally surrounds the icon’s feet.11  

López is best known for her Guadalupe series from 1978, Tres Mujeres/Three 

Generations, in which she replaces the traditional representation of the Virgin with three 
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generations of women in her family.  From within the radiating mandorla, López situates 

herself in Portrait of the Artist as the Virgin of Guadalupe, her mother in Margaret F. 

Stewart: Our Lady of Guadalupe, and her Grandmother in Guadalupe: Victoria F. 

Franco.  An impetus for the series was to transfer the power and virtue of the Virgin of 

the Guadalupe to ordinary women of her family as figures that also merit such love and 

respect.12  By removing the submissive attributes from the figure and altering the 

associated symbols of patriarchy and Catholicism, López infuses a relevant female role 

model over a colonial icon.13  

In Portrait of the Artist as the Virgin of Guadalupe, not only does she free the 

Virgin of the confines of the excess fabric by giving her a shorter dress, but also her 

mantle is thrown over her left shoulder and billows out behind her similar to a cape on a 

superhero. And unlike the wavering calves exposed in Walking Guadalupe, powerful and 

self-propelled muscular legs are exposed.  The solemn nature of the traditional image is 

discarded for a joyous grin and coupled with a symbolic takeover of sexual freedom by 

the figure’s action of gripping a snake by its neck.14   Leaping off the moon and running 

over the angel can also be understood as symbols for actions of self-liberation. López is 

visually declaring the ability for all women to free themselves from oppressive rules 

found in society.15  

Margaret F. Stewart: Our Lady of Guadalupe uses the image of the artist’s 

mother to highlight all working class women.  The figure is depicted slouching over a 
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sewing station as she hems a traditional mantle of the Virgin of the Guadalupe.  Her 

radiating mandorla attempts to venerate the aging woman engaged in work as a re-

envisioned view of beauty instead of the idealized youth captured in the traditional icon.16   

Guadalupe: Victoria F. Franco also modernizes the traditional icon by using the 

artist’s grandmother as the central figure in place of the Virgin. There is intent of 

universality; the viewer can interpret the image as his or her own grandmother as well.17  

Victoria is holding a knife and a skinned snake signifying that she is holding the reins of 

power to her own sexuality and nearing the end of life.18  The crescent moon that has ties 

to both the pre-Columbian and Christian iconography is moved from beneath the figure’s 

feet to resting across her heart.  Using the religious icon as the backdrop, López 

accentuates dignity and provides a new vision for Mexican women freed from a 

virgin/whore dichotomy.  
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